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ETHERNAAL 
ARTIST SAMPLE PORTFOLIO
Ethernaal was born from the vision of a decentralized and col-

lective organization for the tattoo and art industry, built to offer 

new artistic, creative, organizational and financial possibilities. 

Ethernaal is proud to present you in this document a sample of 

its artists which currently composes the collective, this sam-

ple was made to reflect artist tattoo with communities from 

all size. 

Ethernaal is composed of over 30 artists at the day of this writing 

TOKEN: $NAAL
IDO: September 2021
WEB: ethernaal.com

(including digital artists) and represents over 16 nations , 3 con-

tinents and a compounded community of over 950K members.  

We hope that you will enjoy the creativity and diversity of our 

portfolio and wish you a delightful experience. 

The art presented to this document can be found exclusively 

on the Ethernaal marketplace under the form of NFTs, the pic-

tures presented are all past works from our artists porfolios.
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A short introduction to Ethernaal and its products: a DAO composed of Art 

and Blockchain lovers working together to change an industry. 

FOR MORE INFO: ethernaal.com
CONTACT: info@ethernaal.com
TELEGRAM: @ethernaal

A few samples of the art to be available during the IDO and the marketplace 

launch along with a quick explanation of the differences between each token 

A proud presentation to introduce some of the  Ethernaal´s artist around the 

world, from Mexico to South Korea. 

How is Ethernaal about to flood the tattoo industry with new markets, us-

ers, materials, canvas, use-cases and opportunities never imagined possible 

Ethernaal maintain a collection of NFTs commemorating it´s birth and evo-

lution in the crypto-ecosystem along with the friends made in the process. 

THE PROJECT

NF2T, FLASH & NFT

ETHERNAAL ARTISTS

A NEW ERA FOR TATTOO ART

ETHERNAAL NFT SERIE
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THE PROJECT

DIGITAL TATTOONF2T

Ethernaal NFTs can be layered into several digital tattoo 

format for metaverse, PFP, video game or animated mov-

ie characters. 

Using Augmented Reality users can also try a tattoo 

before they purchase it. 

Non-Fungible Tattoo Token, includes the time and mate-

rials to convert the token into a physical design but not 

the eventual cost associated to the studio.

Ethernaal has many purposes among them; to be a Marketplace 

for any artist to create, buy sell or trade all kinds of NFTs; 

to be a Meta-Museum focused on digital art, it´s artists and 

cultural heritage; to be a collective organization with  purpos-

es and missions: identifying master practitioners, investigating 

and documenting art history; building a cultural database, 

changing the regulatory framework, establishing intellectual 

property rights wrapped the tattoo art.
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A COLLECTIVE FOR ARTIST

A MARKETPLACE

A REVOLUTION

A MUSEM

36 current Artist members including Tattoo Artists but also digital il-

lustrators, video producers and 3D modellers, Ethernaal is also pool 

of talent. Additionnaly the onboarding process is continuous and the 

collective grows as days passes. 

The Marketplace operates with a fixed seller fee of 2.5% put to contri-

bution to support the ecosystem growth and augment the DAO Treas-

uries benefiting all $NAAL holders and allowing them to earn their 

share on each transaction of the marketplace.

The tattoo market represents 3 Billions USD per year with a steady 

increment of 10% each year, yet it is a local market unexposed to 

digitalization. Ethernaal opens the gate of the digital art and the en-

tertainement industry while opening an international market.

Ethernaal intends to establish it´s presence in the metaverse with the 

acquisition of a digital museum and gallery venue, a virtual shop and  

lands to conduct social gathering activites such as expositions. work-

shop and private sales or a space to establish its Meta-DAO. 
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YOURE.SO  
INTO.PASTEL

PUFF
CHANNEL

VICTOR
ZABUGA

NIMU
ART

NEOSIAN

92
NOISE

Youre.so.into.pastel is from Korea, started 

painting in high school, majored in animation 

in college, started tattooing after graduation.  

Portfolio IG: @youre.so.into.pastel 

Community: 113K Members

Puff Channel is a resident of the Igloo 

Tattoo Studio in Hongdae, South Korea. 

 

Portfolio IG: @puff_channel

Community: 73.3K Members

Victor Zabuga was born in 1990 in Nyagan, 

Russia. Upon studying University, Victor 

joined the army were he started tattoo.

Portfolio IG: @victorzabuga 

Community: 109K Members

Interdisciplinary artist in nftart and

Co-Owner of the studio @estudioelbos-

que.

Portfolio IG: @nimu.art

Community: 50.4K Members

‘Neosian’ refers to the new asian aesthetic. 

Neosian specialized in tattooing its own rein-

terpretations of oriental images.

Portfolio IG: @neosian 

Community: 75.5K Members

Resident @igloo_shop South Korea. “I’ve 

been doing tattooing for about four 

years.”

Portfolio IG: @92_noise

Community: 47.9K Members

https://www.instagram.com/youre.so.into.pastel/
https://www.instagram.com/puff_channel/
https://www.instagram.com/victorzabuga/
https://www.instagram.com/nimu.art/
https://www.instagram.com/neosian/
https://www.instagram.com/92_noise/
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ADRIMETRIC

REMI SAINT
ROCHE

GASPARLEBLANC

DIMAS TSK  

JETSET.ART

RAFFATATTOOZ

Adri is a tattoo artist native from Barcelona 

and residing in Berlin. Adri has an unique abil-

ity to handly reproduce geometric forms.   

Portfolio IG: @adrimetric 

Community: 38.9K Members

Remi is from Canada, “What I love about 

this form of expression is being able to 

put my art on a human body for life! “ 

Portfolio IG: @remi.saint.roch

Community: 9.9K Members

 His name is Aleks Nikolov a.k.a Gasparle-

blanc. He has been drawing since he remem-

bers himself.

Portfolio IG: @gasparleblanc

Community: 1.6K Members

Dimas is from Ukraine, “I’ve been paint-

ing all my life, I came to the tattoo 

industry 6 years ago”.

Portfolio IG: @tattoo.tsk

Community: 3.1K Members

“I live for my art. There is no world large 

enough to describe the passion I have for 

what I do.”  

Portfolio IG: @jetset.art 

Community: 23.8K Members

“ I perfect myself in the realistic style 

with an affection for surrealism and pop 

culture.”

Portfolio IG: @raffatattooz

Community: 411 Members

https://www.instagram.com/adrimetric/
https://www.instagram.com/remi.saint.roch/
https://www.instagram.com/gasparleblanc/
https://www.instagram.com/tattoo.tsk/
https://www.instagram.com/jetset.art/
https://www.instagram.com/rafftattooz/
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BONGCHILL
PARK

NEPTUNOINK

I AM BRAT
WURST

UNPLUG

SYNDROMELZRS

FIVE.KILO.CAT

Born and raised in South Korea. Currently res-

ident artist at Igloo Shop in Hongdae, South 

Korea. Tattooing for 14 years.

Portfolio IG: @bongchillpark

Community:: 41.6K Members

Pablo is from Argentina and love various tat-

too styles, realism, geometrics among others. 

Portfolio IG: @neptunoink

Community:: 15.7K Members

Bratwurst/Brat. Currently based in Brighton, 

London and Berlin. Future traditional autobio-

graphical tattoos and visual poetry.

Portfolio IG: @iambratwurst

Community:: 34.2K Members

Born in an unknown village in the abyss of 

France, Ray Parker a.k.a Unplug.

 

Portfolio IG: @__unplug___

Community:: 10.6K Members

Syndromelzrs or Lazarus for short,

is an autonomous repurposed android from 

the Gamma system. 

Portfolio IG: @syndromelzrs

Community:: 20.7K Members

Belen, Tattoo artist since 2019, she crafted 

her skills in fine line artworks. Belen is mem-

ber of the Ethernaal core team. 

Portfolio IG: @five.kilo.cat

Community:: 1.68K Members

https://www.instagram.com/bongchillpark/
https://www.instagram.com/Neptunoink/
https://www.instagram.com/__unplug___/
https://www.instagram.com/syndromelzrs/
https://www.instagram.com/five.kilo.cat/
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NF2T, FLASH & NFT

BLACK.TOWER

BORIS POPOV

Portfolio: @boris_popov_

Community: 7.4K 

FLORES COSMICO

Portfolio: @flores.cosmico

Community: 3.6K

TATTOO  FROM 92_NOISE

NF2T from Black.Tower 

Portfolio IG: @black.tower

Community: 4.6K Members

NF2T provides users the quality insurrance required when 

acquiring complex pieces of art. 

NF2T are “tattoo NFTs”, unique pieces of art (Single minting 

unit) they includes the price and materials required for the 

artist to convert the tatoo in a physical piece of art (but not 

the studio fees that may occur). A Flash is a non-unique NFT 

which can be acquired and convverted by any tattoo artist 

with the sufficient skills. “Commons” NFTs are also available.

https://www.instagram.com/boris_popov_/
https://www.instagram.com/flores.cosmico/
https://www.instagram.com/black.tower/
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0XFROST

French illustrator and web designer.

0xFrost joined Ethernaal as a new promising digital artist. 

Portfolio: @0xFrost

https://www.instagram.com/flores.cosmico/
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ZEFKY

Remy is from Gardanne France. 

Portfolio: @zefky_

Community: 500 Members

https://www.instagram.com/zefky_/
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BLISSSTER

TOM RIBOT

FRENCHDIGGER

TONI BRUTAL

Blissster is tiefling scribe turned tattoer, mainly focused on histor-

ical figures, above.

Portfolio: @blissster

Community: 7.04K Members

Tattoo artist since 2019, his disciplines of predilection are abstract 

flash and freehand. Tom is one of the 3 Ethernaal co-founders.

Portfolio: @drimdvst

Community: 967 Members

FrenchDigger is a digital artist from France. 

Portfolio: @frenchdiggernft

Community: 615 Members

Tattoo artist since 2016, Toni specialized himself in medieval and 

old figure linework. Toni is one of the 3 Ethernaal co-founders.

Portfolio: @toni_brutal

Community: 4.7K Members 

https://www.instagram.com/blissster/
https://www.instagram.com/6kerker9/
https://www.instagram.com/blissster/
https://www.instagram.com/frenchdiggernft/
https://www.instagram.com/blissster/
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NEW ERA OF TATTOO

GASPARLEBLANC

Axel Volokin is a Tattoo Artist based in Sofia ,Bulgaria.

Portfolio IG: @gasparleblanc

Community: 1.6K Members

vNF2T includes the files required to apply the design as a graph-

ic overlay over a digital characters or canvas, allowing a user to 

replicate its tattoo onto a digital avatar.

Design from @iambratwurst

The Virtual-Class Non-Fungible Tattoo Token (vNF2T) allows the 

entertainment industry to acquire or commission art from the 

world´s finest tattoo artists, negotiate intellectual property 

and exploitation right to market or build a brand over the art 

acquired, with Ethernaal offering state of art tattoos, for en-

tertainement masterpieces. Ethernaal is able to provide exclu-

sive art to many industries,including sport, high-Tech, gaming, 

art and many more along with a licensing agreement system.

VIRTUAL NF2T

https://www.instagram.com/blissster/
https://www.instagram.com/iambratwurst/
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1 OF 1 RARITY TATTOO TSK

NF2T and vNF2T tokens are single unique pieces or 

art, whenever it´s for a physical tattoo or a digital 

avatar, uniqueness and authenticity are certifed on 

Ethernaal.

On the other hand non-unique variation of flashes 

and tattoo are available on Ethernaal under the com-

mon NFT class. to london at such a young age 
to persue tattooing to actually working con-

Dmitry is a tattoo artist and an expert in flash creation.

Portfolio IG: @tattootsk

Community: 3.15K Members

Ethernaal allows 3D modellers and graphic designers to manu-

facture and tokenize virtual assets to market them into various 

ecosystems, marketplaces and metaverses. With Ethernaal 

managing the partnerships, joint community ventures and the 

exposure to market it allows the artists to unlock the power 

of the digital realm while focusing on their art eliminating the 

hassle of deal outsouring, marketing campaign or even the 

burden associated with the technical knowledge requirements. 

https://www.instagram.com/blissster/
https://www.instagram.com/tattoo.tsk/
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TATTOO, THE BODY ART

Above the art applied on the skin, a perfect reproduction 

of the original flash, as detailed as its paper version.

It is a notable fact that the tattoo art usually looks more 

appealing to the eye than the original flash. 

 

Ethernaal allows its users to acquire art pieces from art-

ists whom have achieve mastery in their domain.  

Above the art as it looks like before the framing and NFTization 

process.

With the NF2T Ethernaal users have the guarantee that the art 

they acquire is convertible into a physical piece of body art by 

the artist who created it, independently of it´s complexity or 

color tones and as unbelieveable it might appear. 

The size of the body art is part of the parameters selected by 

the artist at the time of token creation, allowing the user to 

search by size and have all the information required before 

making the acquisition of a NF2T. 

NF2T, THE DIGITAL ART
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ARTIFICIAL PREVIEW PHOTO SIMULATION

With the power of NF2T you can visualize how the art 

piece would look on a given part of a body, allowing 

the user to carry a fraction of the art should they 

desire so while maintening the original piece of art 

in its digital unaltered form.  such a young age 
to persue tattooing to actually working con-
stantly and making this my profession, i ap-
ply all my tattoos with the same passion that 
got me into tattooing and am excited to car-

With a simple picture or using augmented reality users 

can generate a simulation of the tattoo art on their bod-

ies.

Ethernaal also offers features (currently in dev.) which allow 

user to try their tattoo using augmented reality,  a picture 

based simulation or a preview based on an virtual standard 

body part allowing to clearly vizualize how the art would look 

in their body opposed to the digital version.

When acquiring a NF2T and Flash NFT users have the possibility 

to create or request other derivative of their NFT (Clothes, 

decoration, special commission etc...). The derivatives items 

comes under the form of asset or virtual asset class allowing 

users to carry their acquisition in the physical realm or in the 

metaverse. 
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HIGH RESOLUTION ART

Ethernaal NFTs are minted at a resolution of 3508 x 4961 

and the original physical flash is available on demand to 

the artist against the according fee.

Design from @nimu.art

https://www.instagram.com/nimu.art/
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NEOSIAN

“ I specialize in tattooing my own reinterpretations of oriental 

images without placing barriers between visuals from countries 

such as Korea, Chinese, Japanese, and so forth.”
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FLASH JETSET.ART

“When it comes to my tattoos, they really are a way of me 

expressing all that goes on in my brain.”
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TATTOO, REMI SAINT ROCHE

“ Tyler Hoare (a tattoo artist from Chateauguay in Quebec, 

Canada) introduced me to the profession of tattooing and the neo 

traditional art, the tattoo style that I currently do.“ 
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PUFF CHANNEL FLASHES

From Igloo Tatoo Shop, Korea. 

@igloo_shop

https://www.instagram.com/igloo_shop/
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BORIS POPOV

“I am a tattoo artist from Russia, I work in Nizhny Novgorod. In 

drawings I prefer dark subjects and sharp contrasts..”
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MOSAIQUE
A smal selection from our artists, all style, all horizons and all levels of experience. 

As a community Ethernaal bonds its most experienced artists with the less experienced one, allowing unique collabora-

tions, collections and way to transmit knowledge and experience. 
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IGLOO TATTOO SHOP, South Korea.

Youre so into pastel, Bong Chill Park, Metal Pinkman, 92 Noise and Puff Channel forms the Ethernaal gang coming from the 

Igloo Tattoo Shop in South Korea. The Igloo tattoo shop has an instagram community of 71K Members.

Portfolio: @igloo_shop

https://www.instagram.com/igloo_shop/
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FLORES COSMICO

Diego Flores was born in 1990 Torremejia, Extremadura, af-

ter a whole childhood treating drawing as an essential part 

of his life, he studied fine arts at the University of Castilla La 

Mancha in Cuenca, where he internalized the dissection and 

conceptualization of all artistic work, thus leading to treat 

drawing in a more conscious way.

SYNDROMELRZ

CHRIS IN ROSTRO

Picture of a tattoo art piece from Syndromelrz allowing to 

appreciate how accurately a flash can be reflected on skin.  

@syndromelzrs

A Mexican tattoo artist A.k.a. No face.   

“Interested in capturing the code of my time”.

Portfolio IG: @crissinrosstro / Community: 8.74K Members

https://www.instagram.com/syndromelzrs/
https://www.instagram.com/syndromelzrs/
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TORBENHOOKED
Torben is an initiated crypto-artist with the ability  

to create impressive pieces of flash art.  

Portfolio IG: @torbenhooked 

Community: 658 Members 

https://www.instagram.com/torbenhooked/
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MASSIMO TATTOOS

Based in Brighton/London.

Post nostalgic tattoos and digital reflections on commercial and industrial con-

cepts, often romanticised, (mostly) ironically.

Portfolio IG: @massimo.tattoos

Community: 8.1K Members 

https://www.instagram.com/torbenhooked/
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NFT, BEYOND ART

SYNDROMELRZUNPLUG

Hene sectiis re offictur, nessita is sed que et exp lictio 

volorion pre eaquatque lab ilit que volu.

Inspired by trad’tattoos, he introduces his cubist and 

surrealist influences using them in his flashes with a 

graphic touch. 

Former misanthropist, he now loves meeting new people 

doing tattoos.

Ethernaal allows artist from all over the world to pool their 

talent and creativity under the banner of a single collection, 

leveraging the power of their community and the blockchain 

to increase exponentially the value of their pieces by creating 

their collaborative collections or series. Each collection has its 

own album both available in an online and physical version, it 

contains the Artists Bio, their Art and additionnal informations 

from the collection origin. 

TATTOO AS POWER-UPLIFE EXPERIENCE AS NFT

Ethernaal allows its users to create tattoos with special 

power-up, additional skills or turning into a weapon for 

video game studios and metaverses use, or manufacture 

a 3D tattoo machine to be used as an item, imagination 

is the limit with the virtual application of tattoo art.

Design from @syndromelzrs

Conceptualize a personnal experience with an Ethernaal artist, 

mint it as a tattoo or flash NFT.

Design from @unplug

https://www.instagram.com/syndromelzrs/
https://www.instagram.com/__unplug___/
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GRINGO INK BLACK TOWER

Christopher Garcia-Olivares is a south east london based 

tattoo artist and work at rye lanez tattooing in peckham. 

“I apply all my tattoos with the same passion that got me 

into tattooing and am excited to carry on learning and 

enjoy my journey on this planet leaving a little bit of me 

with all of you“. have been on a progressive jour-
ney from not knowing a thing and moving back 
to london at such a young age to persue tattoo-
ing to actually working constantly and making 
this my profession, i apply all my tattoos with 

London & Bali. Tattoo & Clothes. 

Ethernaal users can also acquire, buy sell or trade Body-Class 

NFT as they can auction part of their body for art or any of the 

many other purposes (collaborations, speculative asset, sport 

derivatives etc) whenever it is a real or simulated/virtual body 

part (ie: The arm of a video game character on auction or as 

a prize for the choice of the tattoo) as part of the many NFTs 

classes Ethernaal offers. 

GRINGO INK ACQUIRE & COLLABORATE

Christopher Garcia-Olivares is a south east london based 

tattoo artist and work at rye lanez tattooing in peckham. 

“I apply all my tattoos with the same passion that got 

me into tattooing and am excited to carry on learning 

and enjoy my journey on this planet leaving a little bit 

of me with all of you“.

Portfolio IG: @gringo__ink

Community: 2.78K Members

Intellectual property: cease a piece of art or of an avatar 

´s body and engage in collaboration, Ethernaal as rede-

fined the NFT license for each use case and scenario.

Design from @black.tower

https://www.instagram.com/blissster/
https://www.instagram.com/black.tower/
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NFT CLASSES

SYNDROMELRZUNPLUG

Hene sectiis re offictur, nessita is sed que et exp lictio 

volorion pre eaquatque lab ilit que volu.

Inspired by trad’tattoos, he introduces his cubist and 

surrealist influences using them in his flashes with a 

graphic touch. 

Former misanthropist, he now loves meeting new people 

doing tattoos.

Because the general use of “NFT” to design any non-fungible 

token provide a restricted framework of applications, a clas-

sifaction and categorization system was required to highlight 

the possibilities they offer on a given use-case. 

Ethernaal has created 6 Categories and +25 classes of NFT, 

each of them with their own functions, terms and an adapted 

licensing model.  

ASSET CLASS NFTCANVAS CLASS NFT

aNFT (Asset Class NFT) are the bond between the physi-

cal and the digital a statement of ownership and a tech-

nical revolution in a single concept. 

Possibilities to combine real world asset along with their 

digital counterpart added with the ability to wrap it with 

an intellectual property system allowing collaboration 

and branding, such is the promise of the asset class NFT. 

Conceptualize a personnal experience with an Ethernaal artist, 

mint it as a tattoo NFT and then, just remember and pass on 

as heritage.

Design from @unplug

https://www.instagram.com/__unplug___/
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GRINGO INK BLACK TOWER

Christopher Garcia-Olivares is a south east london based 

tattoo artist and work at rye lanez tattooing in peckham. 

“I apply all my tattoos with the same passion that got me 

into tattooing and am excited to carry on learning and 

enjoy my journey on this planet leaving a little bit of me 

with all of you“. have been on a progressive jour-
ney from not knowing a thing and moving back 
to london at such a young age to persue tattoo-
ing to actually working constantly and making 
this my profession, i apply all my tattoos with 

London & Bali. Tattoo & Clothes. 

When acces to some classes are restricted to certain users (ie: 

Only tattoo artist can mint NF2T) others are publicly available, 

such as (among many) experience class or document class. 

The 6 categories Ethernaal has defined are: Asset, Living, Per-

sonnal, Common, Social and Tattoo each one having a different 

button color. Within each categoies a classification system is 

applied and the classes can be idenfied with their symbols (for  

reference see the Ethernaal classification table of NFT). 

EXPERIENCE CLASS NFT LIVING CLASS

For some people, tattoos are a physical reflection of a 

profound experience. Tokenize a scar, an accident, a love 

or an enlightenment. Personnal or collective experience 

such as a social movement or a community achievement,  

then, just remember. 

Then, when the time comes, pass on the NFT and its leg-

acy as an heritage and allow the generations to come af-

ter you to understand the roots of their genetic memory.

Auction a part of your body for a recognized master look-

ing for the perfect canvas, or leverage the virtual class 

to auction a part of an AI or simulated being. 
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NFT LEGO

Style can be as yours and as unique as your DNA. 

Apply your tattoo art to any physical or digital layer: clothes, 

car, furnitures, offices, interior decoration, digital avatar, 

digital clothes, digital car... there is no limit to your identity 

branding with the combinaison of NFTs class.

Wherever it is about a person, an organization or a fictionnal 

character, art becomes a statement of existance and who 

you are. 

ASSET CLASS POSSIBILITIES

WEN TATTOO LAMBO ?

Ethernaal offers its users to directly request a 

derivate product of their tattoo via direct partners 

integration, from “NF2T” to “aNFT” in a click. 

Now Ser. 
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METAL PINKMAN

CHOOSE THE SIZE

Seoul, South Korea. Igloo Tattoo Shop.

Portfolio IG: @massimo.tattoos

Community: 8.1K Members

Ethernaal allows artist to choose tattoo´s size 

during the token creation process.

design from @torbenhooked 

https://www.instagram.com/torbenhooked/
https://www.instagram.com/torbenhooked/
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WORLD´S FINESTS 

BONGCHILL PARK

Discover the full collection at Ethernaal´s IDO and 

marketplace launch.

Design by @tatootsk

“Expressing myself with childhood influences of 

80s-90s comics, Japanese anime and manga.”

https://www.instagram.com/blissster/
https://www.instagram.com/tattoo.tsk/
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ETHERNAAL SERIE

SYNDROMELRZUNPLUG

Hene sectiis re offictur, nessita is sed que et exp lictio 

volorion pre eaquatque lab ilit que volu.

Inspired by trad’tattoos, he introduces his cubist and 

surrealist influences using them in his flashes with a 

graphic touch. 

Former misanthropist, he now loves meeting new people 

A specific collection contains all the NFTs created along 

partnerships and collaboration between Ethernaal and other  

organization, project, galleries, associations and foundations.  

 

Each NFT is minted in 200 pieces and divided equally between 

ethernaal and its partners. As per August 2021 their are  al-

ready 5 NFT´s to be collected in this serie.  

STAKEDAOSUSHI´S MISO

A commemorative token toward the DAO that is making 

DeFi accessible for all Ethernaal users independently of 

their knowledge in crypto, from passive earning through 

token holding to active savings via predifned strategies, 

StakeDAO got Ethernaal´s users covered. 

Design from Yohanna Gomez.

A token of gratitude toward the Sushi´s team for their empow-

erement and kind words which meant a lot to the team in their 

quest to deliver in the standard to the people whom believed 

in its potential. 

Design from@toni_brutal

https://www.instagram.com/blissster/
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if you have read up to there, congratulations send an email to info@ethernaal.com with “portfoclaim” in subject 
and your erc20 address and you will receive a surprise NFT before mid september 2021. Valid untill September 5th. 

JOIN THE COLLECTION

SYNDROMELRZUNPLUG

Inspired by trad’tattoos, he introduces his cubist and 

surrealist influences using them in his flashes with a 

graphic touch. 

Reach us out to integrate virtual tattoo in your marketplace or 

video games. PFP project or communities, contact the team 

to receive exclusive terms for their members, ensuring that 

their tattoos and flashes are as awesome as their PFP avatars.  

Ethernaal welcomes every partnership request and our tattoo 

artists loves to get involved with the crypto ecosystem it´s 

concepts, projects and topics, have your community tattoo de-

signed and NFTized by one of the world´s finest tattoo. artist. 

TBA SEPT 2021TBA SEPT 2021
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